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   Reasons for Taking up Residence

8 The Survey indicates that some 91 800 Hong Kong

residents (or 1.7% of all Hong Kong residents) had

taken up residence in the Mainland.  Compared

to the findings of the previous surveys (i.e. 41 300

and 61 800 Hong Kong residents in 2001 and 2003

respectively), an increase of about 50% in every

two years’ time is observed.
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Figure 1: Number of Hong Kong residents who had taken up residence in the Mainland
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9 The main reasons for taking up residence in the

Mainland as revealed in the Survey were “required

by work” (71%), “reunion with spouse/children”

(8%) and “having relatives in Mainland (other than

spouse/children)” (7%). The predominant reason

is the same as that provided by the persons

concerned in 2001 and 2003, viz. “required by

work” (78% and 70% respectively).
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  Figure 2 : Hong Kong residents who had taken up residence in the Mainland

by reasons for taking up residence #
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    Accommodation Arrangements

10 Some 74% of these 91 800 Hong Kong residents

were living in Guangdong, within which Shenzhen,

Dongguan and Guangzhou were the most

popular locations. Although Dongguan was the

most popular location in 2001, Shenzhen had

replaced Dongguan as the most popular location

in 2003 and 2005. Over 95% of them were living in

residential buildings and dormitories, greater than

the figures in 2001 and 2003. Details of the

accommodation arrangements in the Mainland

in respect of these 91 800 persons are at Annex A.
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Figure 3 : Hong Kong residents who had taken up residence in the
Mainland by locations of accommodation
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    Personal Profile

11 The profile of the 91 800 Hong Kong residents is at

Annex B. Their major characteristics are highlighted

as follows :

a Similar to the figures in 2001 and 2003, the

majority (75%) were male and only 25% were

female. Over half (54%) were within the age

group of 35 and 54. Some 77% were married

and 74% were economically active. Most of the

people (65%) had monthly personal income of

HK$19,999 or below. The median monthly

personal income was HK$13,800, as compared

to HK$18,300 in 2001 and HK$12,100 in 2003. In

terms of occupations, about half (51%) of the

employed persons were managers and

administrators, followed by professionals and

associate professionals (31%).
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Figure 4 : Employed persons who had taken up residence in the

Mainland by occupations
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